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4 of 4 review helpful An enjoyable read By Wesley Bassett Apparently this has been a standard since the fifties I 
heard it mentioned in a lecture and had to have it The author does a good job of evaluating the assumptions that 
underpin modern scientific thinking I m enjoying the read 0 of 0 review helpful Five Stars By Customer Vital to the 
modern man A must r To the medieval thinker man was the center of creation and all of nature existed purely for his 
benefit The shift from the philosophy of the Middle Ages to the modern view of humanity rsquo s less central place in 
the universe ranks as the greatest revolution in the history of Western thought and this classic in the philosophy of 
science describes and analyzes how that profound change occurred A fascinating analysis of the works of Copernicus 
Kepler Gali About the Author Edwin Arthur Burtt nbsp 1892 ndash 1989 nbsp was an nbsp American philosopher 
nbsp who wrote extensively on the nbsp philosophy of religion He was the Susan Linn Sage Professor of Philosophy 
at nbsp Cornell University 
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